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Abstract- Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) are a type of emerging mobile wireless network that 
experience long delays, intermittent disruption, buffer space and energy limitations, node irregularities 
and frequent mobility. To this end, many protocols take advantage of the flooding mechanism to 
increase the probability of successful message transmission. However, sending too many copies of each 
message may result in large network overhead and communication cost. Based on the Spray and Wait 
(S&W) algorithm, we propose an improved Adaptive Spray and Wait scheme, named ASW, for different 
delay tolerant network scenes. In this paper, we define a hybrid utility metric combined with multiple 
variables, delivery probability and similarity. Then, we distribute message copies in accordance with the 
proportion of the utility value to optimize the delivery ratio. Extensive simulations have been conducted 
to verify the efficiency of our proposed algorithm. In addition to the comparison, the results also show 
that our proposed algorithm achieves a better performance in terms of the delivery ratio and average 
latency than the other three protocols. 
 
Index terms: Delay Tolerant Networks; routing algorithm; Spray and Wait algorithm; PROPHET; similarity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A In delay tolerant networks (DTNs), a completely stable end-to-end path between pair nodes 
does not exist [1,2]. This type of dynamically mobile wireless network usually experiences 
frequent network partitions and extremely long end-to-end delays. By means of the store-carry-
forward pattern, application data are spreading among nodes and are eventually transmitted to 
their destination. A DTN has a broad range of applications in many real scenarios, such as 
military networks, underwater networks [3], wildlife tracking systems, mobile social networks 
[4,5,6], vehicular communication [7,8] and Internet access in rural areas.  
In these networks, routing is seriously influenced by challenges including high node mobility, 
low node density, limited power source and storage buffer, environmental interference and 
obstruction, and short range radio [9]. Therefore, the TCP/IP protocols that were established in 
the traditional networks or ad-hoc [10,11,12] network routing protocols do not actually work in 
DTNs. Because of the intermittent connectivity and a lack of highly stable paths between nodes, 
routing that transports information to destinations quickly and reliably is a key point and a major 
challenge. 
To date, many efficient routing algorithms have been proposed [13,14,15,16,17,18] to enable 
message delivery in challenging network environments. Forwarding-based routing algorithms 
that produce a single message copy take advantage of network topology and global knowledge to 
make routing decisions. However, the performance would drop sharply if the network topology 
were to change frequently. In addition, replication-based routing algorithms that rely on flooding 
make use of temporal paths and history information to increase delivery probability. However, 
message flooding will cause a waste of resources and computational burden. For example, the 
Epidemic protocol presents that when two nodes encounter each other, they exchange the 
message vector with each other. This scheme would achieve a high delivery ratio in the short run 
but at the expense of a high overhead ratio and large dropped message count because of the 
limited buffer size. 
A simple and direct approach is proposed in [15] to address the message redundancy problem. 
The Spray and Wait (S&W) algorithm restricts the initial number of copies of each message in 
the spray phase and directly transmits messages in the wait phase to improve flooding-based 
routing protocols. However, the source node forwards message copies one by one, which 
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impedes the diffusion velocity. In addition, it is also inflexible and irrational to spray the message 
copies equally without any consideration or candidate selection.  
To this end, we present a novel and improved protocol called ASW based on the Spray and Wait 
algorithm, which could proportionally spray the copy tickets with the consideration of 
destination-aware utility and self-aware utility. The destination-aware utility evaluates how well 
suited a device is for routing towards a specific destination device. The self-aware utility 
evaluates the applicability of a device as a forwarder in general, irrespective of the message’s 
destination. We adopt delivery predictability as the destination-aware utility and node similarity 
as the self-aware utility. Based on the point above, we design a multi-scheme routing algorithm 
to asymmetrically spray messages. The main motivation is to relay more message copies to those 
better nodes to successfully deliver messages to their destinations. The results illustrated in 
section 6 proved that our algorithm achieves a higher message delivery ratio in less time. 
In this paper, we intend to focus on studying the controlled message copy tickets algorithm 
versus the Spray and Wait algorithm in DTNs. The main contributions of this paper are listed as 
follows: 
(1) In the real world, it is can be observed that user behaviors repeat to some extent. If a node 
has met another node several times before, it is likely that they will encounter each other again in 
the next time period. Thus, we apply the delivery predictability given in [14] to forecast the 
probability of successful transmission to the destination. 
(2) According to social network techniques, we cite node similarity to improve resource 
utilization and message delivery in DTNs. The similarity we redefined indicates how similar both 
of the nodes are in behavior or mobile habits. We utilize this property as the other message 
distribution utility metric. 
(3) Based on the Spray and Wait algorithm, we take the differences in node performance into 
account to improve the original spray mechanism. In our protocol, source or relay nodes carry 
information. In most real scenarios, the mobility of the nodes is not absolutely random. Therefore, 
we design a metric to proportionally distribute message copies instead of using the average 
allocation. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce several common 
routing algorithms in DTNs, which are relative to the controlled flooding routing protocols. 
Section 3 discusses the probabilistic routing protocol using history of encounters and transitivity 
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(PROPHET), a component of the utility metric. In section 4, we utilize one social relationship, 
i.e., similarity, and redefine its calculation. Then, we provide a detailed description of our routing 
scheme in section 5. The simulation evaluations and the analysis of results are presented in 
Section 6. Finally, in section 7, we conclude our paper and give future research guidelines. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Routing protocols proposed so far for DTNs can be mainly classified into two categories, namely, 
flooding strategies based on replication and forwarding strategies based on topology knowledge.  
In routing algorithms based on forwarding, each node measures the contacting nodes using a 
utility metric updated with changes to node movement and network topology. Additionally, every 
node forwards a single copy of each message to the next hop. As a result, there exists only one 
message copy in the network. However, most algorithms in this family make routing decisions 
according to the assumption of the network knowledge and link connectivity. Therefore, these 
schemes’ performance would fail drastically, particularly in the completely opportunistic 
environment. 
The Seek-and-Focus [19] algorithm is composed of the Seek Phase and the Focus Phase. In the 
Seek Phase, each carrier node selects at random a relay node to forward the single message until 
a node with a more recent encounter time to the destination appears. Then, this approach shifts to 
the Focus Phase, where nodes make use of the recent encounter time to forward each message. 
However, flooding algorithms based on replication take advantage of current link connectivity 
and history information. Multiple copies of each message are injected into the network without 
considering the candidate node selection. In addition, the greater the number of copies in 
existence, the lower the latency. However, injecting a large number of message copies may 
induce large overhead or even congestion. Therefore, the critical idea is how many copies of each 
message should be put into the network. 
Regarding the flooding family based on replication, Epidemic is the simplest and best-known 
scheme, which is based on the flooding messages strategy. Epidemic maintains a summary vector 
of messages in each node, which is used to exchange messages when pair-wise nodes encounter 
each other. Regardless of the storage size and bandwidth, Epidemic can achieve the highest 
delivery ratio and lowest end-to-end delay, and it does not account for the link state and network 
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topology. However, this scheme produces a large number of redundant copies, which leads to an 
energy consumption increase and buffer overflow. Furthermore, the network resource utilization 
becomes low, and the overall efficiency is low. The resource in nodes of DTNs is finite after all. 
Therefore, Epidemic is mainly used in the cache and bandwidth for enough scenes.  
Compared to Epidemic, the Spray and Wait algorithm proposed in [15] has a low transmission 
delay and small hop count. The algorithm consists of two parts: the spray phase and wait phase. 
In the spray phase, the source node carries L copies of a message and forwards them to L 
different relay nodes. In the wait phase, the relay nodes no longer forward the message and 
instead enter the direct transmission to the destination. To some extent, the Spray and Wait 
algorithm reduces the amount of information in the network transmission and the overhead of the 
network. However, the scheme increases the average delay of the message transmission than 
Epidemic and is hard to obtain accurate network parameters[20].  
The Binary Spray and Wait algorithm as a classic algorithm has optimized the Spray and Wait 
algorithm in the spray phase. Instead, a node forwards half the copies of a message to a node that 
does not carry this message until it has only one copy of that particular message. When a node is 
left with only a single copy of a message, it switches to the Wait phase and adopts direct 
transmission before it reaches the destination. Compared with the Spray and Wait algorithm, the 
Binary Spray and Wait algorithm is proven and used in many scenarios because of its acceptably 
high delivery ratio and relatively low overhead ratio. 
 
III. PROPHET 
 
The probabilistic routing protocol using history of encounters and transitivity (PROPHET), 
presented in [14], is a classic algorithm using priori knowledge. The author proposed the use of 
the nodes’ historical meeting information and transitivity to choose the next hop node. This 
scheme defines a metric called the delivery predictability (P(a,b) ∈  [0,1]) to describe the 
probability of successfully transmitting messages between nodes. PROPHET uses the following 
three equations to periodically calculate and update the delivery predictability among nodes: 
                                                              
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
(1 )
old old
a b a b a b init
P P P P                                                        (1) 
                                                                            
( , ) ( , )
γ
old
k
a b a b
P P                                                             (2) 
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( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
(1 ) β
old old
a c a c a c a b b c
P P P P P                                                  (3) 
where P(a,b) denotes the delivery predictability of reaching node b from node a, and , , and  are 
the initialization constants chosen from the range[0,1]. In this paper, we use lowercase letters to 
represent nodes. Each node maintains a N*N matrix with N denoted as the number of nodes in the 
network, where each row i records the delivery predictability of node i to other N-1 nodes and 
each node uses (1), (2) and (3) to update its own delivery predictability to other nodes when 
hearing beacons from other nodes. 
 
IV. SIMILARITY CALCULATION 
 
Sociologists have long known that there is a heightened probability of two people being 
acquainted if they have one or more other acquaintances in common. This phenomenon is called 
‘clustering’ [21]. For example, in the real world, people living in the same community form a 
cluster and so do group of lions in the animal world. Therefore, a small network can be 
considered as a cluster if the probability of node connection rises sufficiently. 
Similarity indicates the degree of certain common features between individuals, such as contacts 
and neighbors. In addition, there are other ways to define similarity, such as node interests [22] 
and node locations [23]. It can be measured by the statistics of the common neighbors pairwise 
nodes have. The direct implementation of similarity between node x and y is calculated by: S(x, 
y)=∣P(x)∩P(y)∣, where P(x) and P(y) are the set of neighbors for node x and y, respectively. 
Nevertheless, to calculate S(x, y) with P(x) and P(y) based on all neighbors does not mean it is 
reasonable and accurate enough to measure the similarity because those nodes with a smaller 
encounter number should not be used in the comparison. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a 
new method to define and calculate a node’s similarity. We explore this theory using the delivery 
probability utility to record familiar neighbor nodes that are encountered frequently. 
Additionally, we design a threshold to exclude those nodes that are hardly contacted, where the 
metric E is defined as: 
              ( , )
( ) { | τ, }
a i
E a i p i N  
                                           (4) 
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In detail, E(a) is the set of acquaintance nodes of a, τ is the threshold, N is the set of all nodes in 
the network and p(a,i) represents the delivery probability from node a to i. In detail, E(a) is 
initialized to empty, and the detailed increasing process is shown in Algorithm 1. 
 
Algorithm 1 Information Updating 
Require: when node a encounters node i 
Ensure: 
1. for each node a∈N  do 
2.    if  p(a,i)> τ  then 
3.       E(a)←E(a)∪{i} 
4.    end if 
5. end for 
 
We determine that the similarity between pairwise nodes is how many of the same nodes have 
frequently been encountered, meaning how many pairwise nodes resemble the behavior and 
location during a period of time. Based on the above analysis, the similarity S(a,b) between node 
a and b is calculated by: 
                                                        
( , ) ( ) ( )S a b E a E b 
                                                       (5) 
As an example, in Figure 1, the S(a, b) on behalf of node a and b is calculated as: 
     S(a,b) =|{b, d, e, f}∩{a, c, d, f, h, g}|=|{d, f}|=2 
 
Figure 1. Neighbors’ Sets of Nodes a and b: The yellow circle contains nodes that node a often 
encountered and so does node b. Nodes d and f are the result of a set intersection. 
 
V. MULTI-SCHEME ALGORITHM BASED ON SIMILARITY AND PROPHET 
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In this section, we present an adaptive routing algorithm based on similarity and delivery 
predictability as described in sections 3 and 4 to improve the spray and wait algorithm. This 
algorithm relies on node encounter histories and local calculations rather than on any 
assumptions about global knowledge or the network topology. 
a. Utility metric calculation 
We present a novel utility metric to help each carrier node allocate message copies reasonably. 
For instance, a source node should spray slightly more copies to the neighbor that is likely to 
contact the destination. To this end, the metric is composed of two parts: delivery probability and 
node similarity. The more active the node is, the more copies need to be forwarded. However, the 
more similar the nodes, the fewer copies should be forwarded. 
The mobility property of certain networks shows that the future rate of node encounters can be 
roughly predicted by past data [17]. This phenomenon occurs because two nodes that contacted 
each other frequently in the past are more likely to encounter each other again in the future. Thus, 
the nodes carrying more copies, which have a high delivery probability with destination, can 
obviously increase the successful message delivery. As a result, the metric should be proportional 
to the delivery prediction, as shown in the following functions. 
Nevertheless, in several DTN application scenarios such as in human society, two contacted 
persons who live in the same community or clustering may have many acquaintances in common. 
Thus, if each individual in this group holds several message copies, these copies would impede 
the messages’ broadcast and waste buffer resources to a certain degree. Therefore, the individual 
just needs to keep message copies in one node buffer that has a higher delivery probability. 
Additionally, it is better to forward bit of message copies to the node.  
Based on the above analysis, the utility metric combines the delivery probability and similarity 
with a relative weight. It is calculated by: 
        
( , )
( ) ( , ) (1 )
max{| |, | |}
a b
S a b
U a P a d
E E
   
                                                   (6) 
         
( , )
( ) ( , ) (1 )
max{| |, | |}
a b
S a b
U b P b d
E E
   
                                                   (7) 
where U(a)is a measurement,α∈[0,1] is a scaling constant that decides how large the effect the 
similarity should have on the utility metric, that is, the parameter allows for the adjustment of the 
relative importance of the two utility values. 
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On one hand, the intermediate relay node with a larger delivery probability is more likely to 
finish message transmission successfully, and therefore this node should be distributed more 
message copies. However, the more similar two nodes are, the more common nodes are met in 
the history. Because the node with high similarity meets a smaller number of nodes that the 
carrier node does not meet, it needs to spray less message copies to this node. On the contrary, 
allocating more message copies to nodes with low similarity is beneficial for spreading messages 
to other groups as soon as possible. In conclusion, the utility can increase the successful message 
transmission possibility and advance the spray process. 
b. Message distribution 
We How much to spray to the next hop node is a key problem, where we wish to optimize the 
routing decision. This is achieved using asymmetric spraying. Thus, based on the metric we 
defined in the previous subsection, we can finally implement the distribution proportion. The 
detailed process is shown by: 
         
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )new old
a i a i
U a
L m L m
U a U b
 
                                                 (8) 
           
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )new old
b i a i
U b
L m L m
U a U b
 
                                                (9) 
where mi is the message forwarded, ( )
olda i
L m is the number of message copies carried by node a 
before the encounter, and ( )
newa i
L m  is the number of message copies kept at the node a’s buffer 
after distribution. The message carrier node allocates message copies by using the utility until the 
number of message copies remains at one. 
c. Routing 
Based on the Spray and Wait algorithm, the Multi-scheme Algorithm based on similarity and 
PROPHET improves the spray phase by redesigning it to proportionally spray the copy tickets. In 
the spray phase, the source or intermediate node forward message copies unequally to 
encountered nodes. Until the copy ticket is left at only one, the node will switch into the wait 
phase where it forwards messages using the direct delivery routing algorithm.  
 
Algorithm 2 The Proposed Routing Algorithm ASW 
Required: when node a encounters node b 
Ensure: 
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1. Exchange P(a,d), E(a) and P(b,d), E(b) for each other 
2. S(a, b)←| E(a)∩E(b) | 
3. for each message mk do 
4.   d←destination node of mk 
5.   if La(mk)>1 then 
6.     compute La_new(mk) with equation (8) 
7.     compute Lb_new(mk) with equation (9) 
8.     if Lb_new(mk)>0 AND Lb_old(mk)=0 then 
9.       forwardList.add(mk) 
10.       forwardList.get(mk).update(Lb_new(mk)) 
11.       forwardList.sort(ascending, TTL) 
12.       forwardList.sendTo(b) 
13.     end if 
14.   end if 
15.   if La_new(mk)=0 then 
16.     buffer(a).deleteMessage(mk) 
17.   end if 
18. end for 
 
This section describes adaptive routing based on the Spray and Wait algorithm outlined in 
Algorithm 2. The algorithm describes the communication between nodes a and b. When two 
nodes encounter each other, they first exchange the summary vector of messages and information, 
such as the delivery probability and set of contact nodes. Afterwards, nodes compute the 
similarity between them to prepare for the following calculation. For each destination of 
messages, node a calculates the utility metrics U(a) and U(b) as described in section V.A. Lines 7 
and 8 of Algorithm 2 demonstrate the process for the message distribution approach. If node b 
does not have the message node a carried, node a sprays a certain number copies to node b. Then, 
nodes a and b update the parameter information on behalf of their state. 
For example, the current message carrier node a meets neighbor node b. The destination of the 
message is node d. Additionally, the set that contains the frequent contact nodes is illustrated in 
Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Example of the routing tableable styles 
Current carrier node a P(a, d) 0.23 
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E(a) {b, c, d, f, g} 
Neighbor node b P(b, d) 
E(b) 
0.81 
{a, c, d, f, h, g} 
 
Therefore, we can directly obtain E(a,b)=|{d, f}|=2. In addition, from the routing table, we know 
the delivery probability to the destination. The scaling constant α is set to 0.5. Thus, we can 
calculate the utility metrics measured to distribute the message copies as follows: 
U(a)=0.23+α(1-2/6)=0.563 
U(b)=0.76+α(1-2/6)=1.093 
Then, if we assume that the initial number of message copies is 10, the number of copies 
forwarded is calculated by: 
0.563
( ) 10 4
0.563 1.093
L a
 
      
1.093
( ) 10 6
0.563+1.093
L b
 
   
   
Therefore, node a replicates seven message copies to node b. 
 
VI. SIMULATION 
 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm by implementing it via the 
popular network simulator opportunistic network environment (ONE) [24]. The ONE simulator is 
now widely used to evaluate routing algorithms in DTNs. We evaluate ASW against three other 
classic and popular algorithms for comparison: Epidemic, PROPHET, and Spray and Wait (S&W) 
using both the Random Waypoint model and the Helsinki City scenario. In addition, the main 
parameter settings for the two simulation experiments are listed in Table 2 and Table 3. The three 
comparison algorithms are listed as follows. 
（1）Epidemic [13]: each node maintains the summary vector recording messages stored in their 
own storage. When two nodes contact, they exchange those data pockets they did not have. 
（2）PROPHET [14]: source or intermediate node will transmit the message to the next hop 
node only if the relay node has a higher delivery probability to the message’s destination. 
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（ 3）Spray and Wait [15]: source node replicates L copies of the message waiting for 
transmission and then sprays these copies to L different relay nodes. If the node has only one 
message copy, it will wait until it reaches the destination. 
 
Table 2. Simulation settings of the random waypoint model 
Parameter Value Varying range 
World Size 
Number of Nodes 
Initial Tickets’ Number 
Initial Topology 
Transmit Range 
Message Size 
Message Interval 
Transmit Speed 
Moving Speed 
Node Buffer Size 
Message TTL 
Simulation Time 
Mobility Model 
α 
1000(m
2)
 
50 
18 
Uniform 
20 
500(KB) 
50(s) 
250 
0.5-1.5(m/s) 
6(MB) 
240(min) 
12(hour) 
Random Waypoint 
0.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20-60 
 
 
2-10 
60-300 
 
 
 
 
In this simulation experiment, we have identified four performance evaluation metrics to measure 
the performances of our algorithm. In addition, we investigate the variations of these metrics by 
varying the buffer size of the nodes, living time of the messages, and message generated time 
interval.  
（1）Delivery Ratio: the fraction of generated messages that are correctly delivered to the final 
destination within a given time period.  
（2）Average Latency: the average of the end-to-end bundle delivery latencies from the point at 
which a message is generated to the point at which it is received. 
（3）Overhead Ratio: the ratio of the number of messages relayed and the number of messages 
delivered to the destination. 
（4）Average Hop Count: the ratio of the sum of every message copy’s total hops to the total 
number of created messages. 
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 Table 3. Simulation settings of the helsinki city scenario  
Parameter Value Varying range 
World Size 
Number of Nodes 
Initial Tickets’ Number 
Initial Topology 
Message Size 
Message Interval 
Pedestrian Speed 
Node Buffer Size 
Message TTL 
Simulation Time 
Pedestrian buffer 
Tram Buffer 
Bluetooth range 
High-speed range 
Bluetooth bandwidth 
High-speed bandwidth 
α 
4300×3600(m2) 
126 
16 
Uniform 
500(KB) 
40(s) 
0.5-1.5(m/s) 
12(MB) 
120(min) 
12(hour) 
4-20(4)(MB) 
50(MB) 
10(m) 
1000(m) 
250(KBps) 
10(MBps) 
0.5 
 
 
 
 
 
20-60 
 
4-20 
60-80 
 
 
a. Simulation in Random Waypoint model 
1) Performance evaluation by varying the buffer size 
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Figure 2(a) describes the variation of the delivery ratio with respect to the buffer size, which can 
validate the efficiency and improvements of our work. It significantly shows that our proposed 
protocol works more effectively than Spray and Wait and the other algorithms. The proposed 
protocol achieves the highest delivery ratio in all four algorithms because that a non-blind spray 
ensures that most of the message copies can be transmitted to potential neighbors. Additionally, 
the growth trend of the proposed algorithm is faster than that of the Spray and Wait algorithm, 
which validates the higher efficiency of our work again. As the buffer size increases, the delivery 
rates of the four routing schemes all rise because a larger buffer can store more messages. 
Figure 2. Buffer Size vs. Delivery Ratio, Average Latency, Overhead, and Average Hop count 
(Random Waypoint) 
 
Figure 2(b) shows the impact of the node’s buffer size on the simulation of the average latency. It 
can be observed that our protocol achieves the lowest latency versus the other algorithms 
regardless of the different buffer sizes because our scheme considers the probability of the nodes 
to forward messages and copies of messages that are affected by the similarity of the nodes’ 
                     
(a) Delivery ratio                                                    (b) Latency 
                            
(c) Overhead                                              (d) Average Hop count 
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(a) Delivery ratio                                                   (b) Latency 
  
(c) Overhead                                            (d) Average Hop count 
implicit social characteristics. The results in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) can confirm that our 
proposed algorithm has successfully improved the S&W algorithm. 
Regarding the results in Figure 2(c), we can conclude that the proposed protocol and the Spray 
and Wait algorithm have obvious advantages in terms of the network overhead ratio compared 
with Epidemic and PROPHET, as the buffer size increases. The number of message copies is 
limited initially, while Epidemic and PROPHET might produce numerous redundant message 
copies during the dissemination procedure. However, we can also observe that our algorithm has 
a little higher overhead ratio compared to Spray and Wait. 
Figure 3. Message TTL vs. Delivery Ratio, Average Latency, Overhead, and Average Hop count 
(Random Waypoint) 
As shown from Figure 2(d), the average hop count of our ASW algorithm is larger than the S&W 
algorithm and is smaller than PROPHET and Epidemic. In fact, the Spray and Wait algorithm is a 
two-hop routing algorithm. Therefore, the average hop count approaches two. However, in the 
spray phase of the proposed protocol, message copies may relay several times, as they do in 
PROPHET and Epidemic. Nevertheless, at the cost of network resources and average hop count, 
our ASW algorithm has a better performance for message forwarding. 
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(c) Overhead                                               (d) Average Hop count 
2) Performance evaluation by varying the message TTL 
The results in Figure 3 are simulated with the condition of a buffer size of 6 MB. In Figure 3(a), 
it is obvious that our proposed algorithm outperforms the other three algorithms in terms of the 
delivery ratio. When TTL is greater than 100(s), the delivery ratios of the S&W and ASW 
algorithms grow steadily. In contrast, PROPHET and Epidemic decline inevitably. The node 
buffer and resource in this scenario are limited. As the TTL increases, a large number of 
messages that cannot be transported are dropped. As a result, information can barely be 
forwarded to the destination. 
Figure 4. Interval vs. Delivery Ratio, Average Latency, Overhead, and Average Hop count 
(Random Waypoint) 
 
As illustrated in Figure 3(b), we can easily find that the average latency of the ASW algorithm 
and keep the lowest level in all algorithms. Although messages live longer, the similarity can 
enable the nodes closest to the destination to carry messages. Meanwhile, redundancy in 
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networks is also controlled effectively. Nevertheless, all algorithms’ latency rises in the wake of a 
TTL increase. 
From Figure 3(c), we can see that the overhead of our proposed algorithm and the S&W 
algorithm remains nearly the same at a low level, but for Epidemic and PROPHET increase 
greatly. It is attributed to the restriction for the message copy number, which is the greatest 
advantage of the S&W-based protocols. However, compared with the Spray and Wait algorithm, 
our proposed algorithm costs more to forward messages in the spray phase because of the 
addition of the asymmetric attribution strategy. 
In Figure 3(d), we can see that the message TTL has nearly no effect on the average hop count of 
our proposed algorithm or the S&W algorithm. Additionally, the S&W algorithm has the smallest 
hop count among the four algorithms because the nodes adopt a direct delivery mechanism in the 
wait phase. 
Figure 5. Buffer Size vs. Delivery Ratio, Average Latency, Overhead, and Average Hop count 
(Helsinki) 
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3) Performance evaluation by varying the message interval 
Figure 4 shows the different simulation results by varying the message interval in the Random 
Waypoint model. As shown in Figure 4(a), our proposed algorithm and S&W algorithm have 
slight differences in the performance of the delivery ratio. However, the proposed algorithm 
mildly outperforms the S&W algorithm. In addition, with the increase of the time-to-live value, 
the growth trend of the delivery ratio remains the same. The reason is that a long interval can 
provide more time to transfer messages and increase the opportunity for successful transmission. 
In Figure 4(b) because our proposed algorithm makes better routing decisions by using the multi-
utility metric, it has a relatively lower average latency than the algorithms. However, as 
illustrated in Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d), the result of our scheme is lower than that of the S&W 
algorithm. 
b. Simulation in the Helsinki City scenario 
Figure  6. Message TTL vs. Delivery Ratio, Average Latency, Overhead, and Average Hop count 
(Helsinki) 
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The Helsinki City scenario includes 126 nodes and is divided into 6 groups. Groups 1 and 3 are 
pedestrian nodes, and Group 2 is the bus node. Group 4, 5 and 6 are the tram groups. All six 
groups use a Bluetooth interface with a 10(m) transmission range and 250(KBps) bandwidth. In 
addition, Group 4 uses a high-speed interface with a 1000(m) transmission range and 10(MBps) 
bandwidth. The pedestrian node’s buffer size ranges from 4(MB) to 20(MB). The speed of the 
pedestrians is set to 0.5-1.5(m/s). Tram nodes have a 50-MB buffer. The parameter settings are 
listed in Table 3. 
1) Performance evaluation by varying the buffer size 
In this Helsinki City simulation, the message TTL and interval are set to 120(min) and 40(s), 
respectively. The results in Figure 5(a) show that the multi-scheme algorithm outperforms the 
other three routing algorithms in the message delivery ratio. In addition, we can see in Figure 5(b) 
that the multi-scheme algorithm achieves the lowest average latency. In Figure 5(c) and 6(d), our 
proposed algorithm performs well for the overhead and average hop count. 
Figure 7. Interval vs. Delivery Ratio, Average Latency, Overhead, and Average Hop count 
(Helsinki) 
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 2) Performance evaluation by varying the message TTL 
The results in Figure 6(a) show that the multi-scheme algorithm achieves significant advantages 
in the average latency compared to Epidemic and PROPHET and is slightly higher than the Spray 
and Wait algorithm. In addition, in Figure 6(b), the average latency of the multi-scheme is the 
lowest among the four routing algorithms. Although the proposed algorithm is higher than the 
S&W algorithm in overhead and average hop count, it still performs better than Epidemic. 
3) Performance evaluation by varying the message interval 
The results in Figure 7(a) show that the performances of the proposed algorithm and S&W 
algorithm are approximately equal but are far higher than that of Epidemic and PROPHET. 
Because the transmission range of the tram covers a large area of Helsinki City, message copies 
can be diffused quickly. Regarding the result in Figure 7(b), the multi-scheme algorithm has the 
lowest latency. However, as illustrated in Figure 7(c) and 7(d), the performance of the overhead 
and average hop count in our proposed routing algorithm is lower than the S&W algorithm. 
 
 
VII. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive routing algorithm based on the Spray and Wait 
algorithm in disconnected delay tolerant networks. The spraying utility metric is comprised of 
both the delivery probability to a destination and a node’s similarity based on social network 
analysis techniques. In the course of our research, we redesigned the similarity using set 
operations. Therefore, the message is routed to the destination in a gradient of high priority for 
the delivery probability. Meanwhile, the novel distribution scheme improves resource utilization. 
The simulation results show that the ASW protocol outperforms Epidemic, PROPHET and the 
Spray and Wait algorithm under the Random Waypoint model. Additionally, our proposed 
algorithm achieves a better performance than the other algorithms in terms of both the delivery 
ratio and average latency. However, compared with the S&W algorithm, the network overhead 
ratio of our algorithm is slightly higher. In future work, we will find other methods to address the 
weakness of our protocol and its advantages. 
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